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Policymakers need to start thinking about employment as an international issue. As economic globalization increases, labour markets in one country are more likely to be affected by policies in other countries.' Expanded trade and investment flows can delimit the economic policies that governments are able to pursue. Of course, employment will also remain a national issue so long as countries retain border barriers to the movement of workers. It will be a long time before international rules are obtained against discrimination and quotas in immigration policy.
Although the idea of coordinating national employment policies goes back to the beginning of the 20th century, little progress has occurred in recent decades. In some ways, there has been retrogression. The purpose of this article is to explain why such coordination is needed and how it should be accomplished. I will propose new initiatives for international organizations.
Why Coordinate Employment Policy?.
Although analysts often speak about "exporting" unemployment, it is important to remember that this is only a metaphor. The transmission of physical externalities across national borders (e.g., pollution) does present a problem of international (or regional) policy. But a market-based externality, whether bad (e.g., inflation) or good (e.g., innovation), does not make coordinated policy responses absolutely necessary.
There are two types of inter-country coordination -"essential" and "mutually reinforcing"? Essential coordination is a response to situations of high transborder externality where unilateral solutions will be unsuccessful. Preserving the ozone layer, fighting highly infectious disease, and avoiding exchange rate instability are examples. Mutually reinforcing coordination is a response to situations where countries can fruitfully act in a unilateral matter, but will achieve more if they act in concert. Liberalizing trade, controlling narcotics, and protecting intellectual property are examples.
Employment policy coordination is the latter type. Countries can take useful steps individually, but cooperation with other countries can lead to mutually beneficial outcomes.
The value-added from employment policy coordination is both economic and political.
Economic value-added occurs when harmonized (or converging) policies yield better results than uncoordinated policies. For example, countFies in recession may act together to stimulate their economies in order to boost aggregate demand. The avoidance of monetary actions (e.g., currency depreciation) that shift burdens to other countries is another reason for policy coordination.
Political value-added occurs when parallel actions in a group of countries make it easier for governments to adopt the proper policies (and avoid the improper policies). For example, governments can agree to regulate an occupational hazard in unison so that these actions do not undermine any country's competitive advantage. The international commitment provides cover to national politicians.
In determining the proper level for carrying out employment policy -viz., sub-national, national, or international -one should start by considering the type of policy involved. There are several components 
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of employment policy, including macro-economic factors, taxation, labour-management regulation, and employment services. There may be a few areas of employment policy where uniformity would be desirable (e.g., labour statistics). But for most areas, the shallower approach of coordination or cooperation will be sufficient. Coordination can be useful when national policies work at cross purposes. For example, governments can act together to stimulate demand. Cooperation can be useful when one government develops a more effective programme and others learn those techniques. Such transnational mimesis can be facilitated by an international regime as well as by regulatory competition.
Whereas diplomacy once centred upon "foreign" policy, nations now engage in negotiations over a wide range of "domestic" issues. Any division between international and internal issues is subject to rethinking from one decade to the next? In 1932, for example, US President Herbert Hoover vetoed a bill calling for an inter-governmental conference on trade on the grounds that "tariffs are solely a domestic question". 7 Today, Hoover's stance would seem hopelessly narrow-minded. Fifty years from now, some current assumptions about the interpenetration of domestic and international issues might look equally quaint.
Trade and Employment
Perhaps the best exemplification of the political value-added from policy coordination is the trade regime. Governments agree not to use trade policy (e.g., tariffs and quotas) in exchange for similar commitments by other governments. Trade "concessions" are carefully negotiated in order to maintain a balance among members. Countries tend not to offer too many concessions for fear of losing market share.
The typical approach to trade policy today is neomercantilist. But instead of trading for gold, as the original mercantilists did, the neo-mercantilists trade for jobs. As seen from this perspective, exports create jobs and imports destroy them, so a trade surplus is far superior to a deficit?
During the recent trade debates in the United States, both sides have used "jobs" to support their preferred trade policy. For example, US Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown describes the Commerce department as a "job-creating machine" because of its export promotion and advocacy programs. But US presidential candidate Pat Buchanan worries that INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 international trade is destroying American jobs. Both camps are guilty of partial equilibrium analysis. Trade creates and destroys jobs, but has little connection to the overall employment level.
There are many virtues of open trade -such as increased competition, more freedom of choice, and more opportunities for specialization. Yet large scale job creation is not one of them. A trade surplus does not guarantee full employment (e.g., Mexico). While restraining imports can preserve jobs in some sectors, such a policy can wipe out jobs in other sectors. In addition, the social cost of saving a job by suppressing imports is often many times higher than the salary received by the worker2
Even though trade cannot be used successfully to boost and sustain an increase in employment, there is still a strong political urge to do so. Thus, it would be useful to head off the utilization of indirect trade measures.
Instead, policymakers should be encouraged to utilize direct measures that address the causes of unemployment. If employment policy is being properly managed, there will be no reason to conscript trade policy in the fight for job creation.
The use of trade policy as a substitute for ineffective employment policies has parallels in other realms. For example, badly designed policies on agriculture, food security, competition, and the global commons have all led to the use of trade policy in counterproductive ways. Indeed, almost every trade measure is driven by competitiveness, exchange rate or employment concerns, not by trade goals in the abstract.
In summary, freer trade does not necessarily lead to high employment. But high employment can make it easier for policymakers to achieve freer trade. In addition, by strengthening governments, high employment might also foster other types of international cooperation.
History of Employment Policy
Although international action on employment may seem too thin to merit designation as the "employment regime", the long history of cooperative efforts justifies calling it as such. The first important 9 "The Cost of U.S. Protection", in: International Economic Insights, Vol. IV The ILO was established in 1919 by the Treaty of Versailles. It was viewed as a way to promote social justice with the ultimate goal of maintaining peace. The ILO is probably the most idealistic international institution ever created. It is unique in many ways, most notably in the tripartite makeup of national delegations which include government, employer, and worker representatives.
In establishing the ILO, the founding nations put forward important pronunciamentos, such as that the "well-being -physical, moral and intellectual -of industrial wage-earners is of supreme international importance". TM Given its origin as a "general principle" in a multilateral treaty, this statement may be viewed as soft international law. Thus, labour and employment policy are certified as international issues.
The ILO's preamble notes the objective of "the prevention of unemployment". At its initial meeting, the ILO approved a draft treaty requiring countries to establish a system of "free" employment agencies and a recommendation that countries reserve public works projects for periods of unemployment? Keynes explained that "if nations can learn to provide themselves with full employment by their domestic policy.., there need be no important economic forces calculated to set the interest of one country against that of its neighbours". '7 International trade could then be transformed into the "unimpeded exchange of goods and services in conditions of mutual advantage', rather than "a desperate expedient to maintain employment at home by forcing sales on foreign markets and restricting purchases".
Post-war Planning
As post-war planning began in the mid-1940s, there was considerable interest in employment issues. In 1943, the UN Conference on Food and Agriculture affirmed that governments should "promote the full and most advantageous employment of their own and all other people... ''18 In 1944, the ILO approved the Declaration of Philadelphia which affirmed a "solemn obligation" to further programmes among the nations of the world which will achieve "full employment and the raising of standards of living". INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 condition for the achievement of the general purpose and the objectives set forth...including the expansion of international trade, and thus for the well-being of all other countries"? 7 To respond to this recognition, Article 3 of the Charter directed that "Each Member shall take action designed to achieve and maintain full and productive employment and large and steadily growing demand within its own territory through measures appropriate to its political, economic and social institutions"F 8
Clearly, this obligation for effective national economic policy was not easily enforceable. Australia had pressed for a stronger provision. But the closest thing to a real discipline that could be obtained was a statement by the drafting subcommittee that ITO members could have recourse to consultation and arbitration (i.e., Article 93) if governmental actions taken by another country under Article 3 did not result in such benefits as might reasonably have been anticipated. 29 Nevertheless, the important point in reflecting on the Charter is that such a commitment was inserted in the first place. The authors of the ITO tried to make full and productive employment an international obligation because they viewed it as conducive to trade liberalization.
Coordination with the GATT
The ITO employment chapter was not included in the GAI-r. The main mention of this issue is the statement in GATE Article Xll noting that "as a result of domestic policies directed towards the achievement and maintenance of full and productive employment a contracting party may experience a high level of demand for imports involving a threat to its monetary reserves... "~ In such circumstances, parties are not required to withdraw import restrictions complying with the Article.
In 1948, the ILO and the Interim Commission for the ITO prepared a formal cooperation agreement. The agreement stated that the two organizations will "act in close co-operation with each other" in regard to 2, ITO Charter, Article 2(1). INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 matters of common interest21 In particular, they would pursue "concerted action to sustain employment, production and demand and to foster and assist industrial and general economic development..." Representatives of each organization would be invited to attend the meetings of the other organization and to participate without vote. Joint committees could also be established.
This agreement was never consummated because the ITO did not come into existence. Still, it shows the prospective relationship intended at that time. In spite of their close geographical proximity, the GATE and the ILO failed to carry out any significant cooperation. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that an early GATE report alluded to purposes listed in the GATI"s preamble -which include ensuring full employmentand stated that this implied that GAFF contracting parties "should coordinate their action with that of institutions dealing with other international economic problems"22
Unfortunately, the GATT undertook very little coordination with the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, or UN specialized agencies. The main reason, at least in GAI-F's early years, was that the GATE itself was not an organization. By the 1970s, when it was widely recognized as a de facto organization, the GAI-r had grown quite protective of its trade role, and was no longer eager to coordinate it with others.
Role of the Economic and Social Council
The UN Economic and Social Council was intended to be the main locus of activity on employment policy. The Council set up an Economic and Employment Commission to carry out these efforts. In 1948, questionnaires were sent to governments regarding the actions they were taking to achieve full employment.
Many countries responded that attempts to achieve full employment might lead to balance of payments difficulties which might necessitate import restrictions. ~ The Commission warned in its report that import restrictions might help a country in its immediate situation but "would lead to the export of unemployment to other countries"24 Therefore, the Commission recommended "expansionist rather than restrictive measures".
In 1949, during a time of recession, the UN General Assembly adopted a resolution noting that the expansion of international trade "would be seriously impaired by failure to take, or by delay in taking, action designed to maintain full and productive employment especially in those countries which have an important share in world trade"25 In addftion, the UN Secretary-General appointed a group of experts to consider how to implement the full employment pledge of the UN Charter.
The group made several far-reaching recommendations relating to demand management, monetary stabilization, and the expansion of world trade26 The Council adopted only a few of these recommendations, such as asking governments to announce their own full employment goals. The only country that complied was the United Kingdom. Many countries that were dependent on foreign trade explained that they were not in a position to pursue a full employment goal when their economic situation was strongly influenced by factors beyond their control2' Even with this minimal programmes, there was limited follow-up by the Council. Its consideration of employment in 1950 was later described by one analyst as the "high-water mark in United Nations consideration full employment and economic stability"? B Although post-war planners were anticipating coordinated responses to deflation (resulting from their pre-war experiences), the Council's concerns about deflation were soon replaced with concerns about inflation. In 1952 (when the US unemployment rate was 2.9%), the Council shifted focus to international commodity arrangements as a means of stabilizing prices. By the mid-1950s, the Council had lost whatever impact it ever had on employment policy? 9
The Ohlin Report
In 1955, the ILO commissioned a group of experts to consider the social aspects of European economic cooperation. The Ohlin report, as it came to be known, noted that policy agreements aimed at a high level of production and employment would acquire added importance in a regime where governments had given up the ability to restrict trade to protect their economies against "threats of unemployment emanating from abroad". "~ The report pointed out that nations "participating in a regime of freer trade would have enhanced responsibility toward other countries for avoiding the setting in motion of a deflationary (or inflationary) spiral which would spread across national frontiers". Several actions were recommended including a better coordination of national stabilization policies, well-functioning and comprehensive employment services, retraining facilities, and portability of pension rights.
Hans-Eckart Scharrer (ed.)
Economic and Monetary Policy Cooperation: The EC and Japan
Any meaningfid discussion about "managing macroeconomic interdependence" must take into account the national policy objectives, institutional arrangements, and socioeconomic challenges. This collection of papers presents seven contributions of European and Japanese economists relevant to that issue. Peter Bofinger analyzes potential conflicts between policy coordination on the European and international levels. The following studies deal with the scope and limits of multilateral coordination from the points of view of the United Kingdom (Richard Brown) and Germany (Beate Reszat). Two other papers address more specifically the processes of exchange rate decision-making and coordination in Germany (Jochen Michaelis) and the EMS (Peter Bofinger). The final two articles take up the Japanese dimension, focussing at important current and long-term issues of fiscal (Yuklo Noguchi) and monetary (Kazumasa lwata) policy. The volume is of interest to economists, political scientists, and all active observers of European, Japanese, and international economic policy. 
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EMPLOYMENT
The issue of employment arose occasionally in the GATT. For instance, when the GA'i-F underwent revision in 1954-55, New Zealand proposed adding a new article on employment calling on members to take action "to achieve and maintain full and productive employment through measures appropriate to their domestic institution". '1 This amendment was not approved on the grounds that the interest of every country in seeking to maintain the highest possible level of employment "was so obvious that an international commitment on this point would add little if anything to this already compelling incentive".
In 1959, the World Economic Conference of Free Trade Unions urged that the GAll-be made "a more satisfactory instrument of world economic policy". 42 In particular, the Conference recommended that the GATT impose "a positive obligation to maintain domestic full employment and to cooperate in international measures for full employment".
In 1960, the OECD was established with a top aim of promoting policies "to achieve the highest sustainable economic growth and employment and a rising standard of living in Member countries. '''3 While the OECD has procedures for adopting binding decisions, they have rarely been used. Instead, the OECD has focused on designing better governmental policies and on encouraging cooperation among members.
In 1964, the ILO approved a new convention on employment policy. The convention directs each member to "declare and pursue, as a major goal, an active policy designed to promote full, productive and freely chosen employment". ~ There are no specific initiatives in the convention. Instead, they are included in a parallel ILO recommendation. This recommendation calls on governments to set quantitative targets for economic growth and employment wherever possible and to apply measures to assist workers in "adapting themselves to the changing needs of the economy". 's It also directs governments to cooperate in international action to promote employment objectives and to "contribute to all efforts to expand international trade".
Proposals for Adjustment
In 1967, the Trades Union Congress of the United Kingdom (TUC) put forward a proposal to establish an international fund for worker adjustment assistance. The purpose of this fund was to permit an increased flow of manufactured imports from developing to INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 industrial countries. In return for an infusion of adjustment funds at a time of need, government programmes would have had to meet certain internationally set standards. This proposal was discussed at the OECD, but no action was taken.
Variants of this idea
The idea was that a commitment to cope with the domestic problems caused by imports would ,preserve the political credibility of the trade commitments themselves". '8 In 1986, the GATT "Wisemen" report recommended that future safeguard actions be time-delimited, linked to adjustment assistance, and subject to continuing surveillance. '9 In 1988, the US Congress directed the President to negotiate changes in the GAFF to allow each nation to imposea small fee on imports to pay for adjustment assistance programmes. The Reagan and Bush Administrations were unsuccessful in these negotiations however.
In 1976, the ILO took up the issue of full employment at the World Employment Conference. The Conference recommended that countries place prime emphasis on the generation of new jobs in order to achieve full employment by the year 2000. In addition to macro policies, governments were urged to use selective measures to create job opportunities "GATE, BISD 3S/231, item 27-28.
International In 1978, the OECD Council agreed upon a set of policy recommendations to promote economic adjustment. ~ Among these were: renewed emphasis on "supply measures" such as training, a scale down of temporary job creation schemes in the public sector, and more attention to the trade-off between job security and the inhibition of new investment. The OECD also noted the potential disadvantage of levying a heavy tax on employment which "introduces an unnecessary bias in favour of labour-saving investment". Regarding international cooperation, the OECD stated that "collective agreement on the need to shift from defensive to more positive adjustment policies" would make it easier for each country to follow appropriate domestic policies and to honour the OECD trade pledge.
The final institution in this survey of international action to combat unemployment is the G-7, the group of leading industrial countries. Beginning at its first summit in 1975, the G-7 has discussed unemployment and, in most years, has addressed the problem in its annual declarations. But as Klaus Engelen has pointed out in a review of 19 summits through 1993, the employment commitments were often quite general, and taken collectively, do not contain much substance. ~
Recent Activity
In the past few years, there has been a revival of interest in employment policy. The OECD, the G-7, the ILO, the European Commission, the Copenhagen Summit, and the World Bank have done new work on the issue. These activities will be reviewed briefly. In 1995, OECD Ministers agreed to "fight unemployment as a top priority" and called for monitoring the implementation of country-specific policy recommendations, s6 The Secretariat is also continuing its analytical work. For example, a recent OECD study on taxes and employment has put forward the suggestion of substituting energy/carbon taxes for taxes on labour. The study notes that this reform would have the most favourable effects if it was introduced by many countries rather than unilaterally.27
In the G-7 summit of 1993, the governments agreed to a "global growth strategy to promote a sustainable expansion designed to create substantial increases in employment". ~ They also agreed to a follow-up meeting focused on the unemployment problem. In opening that March 1994 meeting, known as the Detroit Jobs Conference, President Clinton remarked that "None of us can find the answers to all of these questions just within the borders of our individual countries". ~ But the meeting produced nothing of significance, in part because of weak preparatory work.
At the Naples Economic Summit of 1994, there was agreement on "accelerating reforms so as to improve the capacity of our economies to create jobs". 6~ At the Halifax Economic Summit of 1995, the heads of state and government declared that "creating good quality jobs and reducing unemployment is thus an urgent On the occasion of its 75th birthday in 1994, the ILO engaged in both celebration and introspection. 62 As the only surviving institution from the original League of Nations, the ILO has obviously demonstrated its merit. Yet when one considers the problems that have been addressed by the ILO, most of them persist today.
This apparent inconsistency can be explained by the fact that the ILO was set up to address the negative manifestations of capitalism. Unlike other international problems that can be solved (e.g., linking continents by telephone or wiping out smallpox), full employment and social justice do not have definitive solutions. Even if full employment were achieved today, it could become a problem tomorrow. Although the globalizing international economy does not worsen the syndrome of unemployment, it does not cure it either, in the same way that the globalizing economy may eventually cure the syndrome of national protectionism.
In his report for the 1994 ILO conference, ILO Director-General Michel Hansenne noted that following World War II, the ILO had deferred to the UN Economic and Social Council regarding the employment implications of international economic and financial measures. Since the Council is not fulfilling that part of its intended role, Hansenne put forward the suggestion that ILO annual conferences seek to agree upon authoritative statements to guide national and international policies. ~ In his 1995 report titled Promoting Employment, Hansenne urged that economic policymaking be broadened, at both the national and the international level, to include ministers responsible for employment and social affairs. = Last year, the ILO forwarded a paper to the World Summit for Social Development (Copenhagen Summit) advocating stronger international action on unemployment. The paper observes that if the "commitment to full employment is not sufficiently generalized among countries with close economic links, then there will be constraints on the action of any one country to attain full employment". = In response to the heightened attention to the issue of unemployment, the ILO earlier this year published a new report called World employment 1995. The report suggests that there would be "vast benefits from a renewed commitment by all nations to the objective of full employment" such as the facilitation of "cooperative international action to achieve higher growth in the world economy and expanding trade and investment flows... ''~ The report also appears to be an effort to counter analyses by the OECD (and other institutions) which blame government labour policy for causing some unemployment. According to the ILO report, "labour market regulations have not been part of the underlying causes of labour market performance problems". 87 This debate between international organizations can be beneficial.
In December 1993, the European Commission published a "white paper" on Growth, Competitiveness and Employment. ~ The paper makes a number of very useful suggestions including, for example, that Member States reduce non-wage labour costs and create a right to on-going training. One of the most interesting chapters critiques the current European development model which is characterized by an "insufficient use of labour resources and an excessive use of natural resources".69
In 1992, the UN Conference on Environment and Development (Rio Conference) declared support for the objective of "full and sustainable employment". '~ In 1995, the World Summit for Social Development committed to "put the creation of employment, the reduction of unemployment and the promotion of appropriately and adequately remunerated employment at the centre of strategies and policies of Governments... '''1 The Programme of Action for the Summit makes a series of constructive suggestions such as "promoting the role of the ILO". 72
For its World Development Report of 1995 (the 18th in the series), the World Bank chose the topic of 61 Halifax Summit Communique, item 2, 1995.
Workers in an Integrating
World. This is the first such report focused on workers, and is thus a welcome change from the only modest attention to employment and labour which has characterized the Bank's work for years. The report offers a strong endorsement of market mechanisms, but notes that "Policies to compensate those hurt by change and help them shift to new occupations are essential so that trade can deliver higher incomes for all, and protectionism can be defeated". 73
Towards Better Employment Policy
There are many steps governments can take to generate higher economic and job growth. For example, governments should devote greater attention to the world economy, expand flexibility in labour markets, promote saving, increase training, and facilitate worker adjustment. TM It is also increasingly recognized that governments should avoid the wrong steps, such as using trade restrictions to preserve jobs.
There is much less consensus on what public policy should be regarding the unemployment rate. On the one hand, there are affirmations of the goal of "full" employment, or a "high level" of employment, in many international agreements as well as national laws. Few if any governments have announced a goal of a higher unemployment rate. (Of course, governments are sometimes confronted with "tight" labour markets.)
On the other hand, many governments and some international institutions often do not seem to take employment goals very seriously. The World Bank does not even include data on the unemployment rate in the statistical appendix of its annual World Development Report. Some countries may actually prefer a high unemployment rate as an inducement to investors. Nevertheless, the annual World Competitiveness Report treats a lower unemployment rate as a positive factor in determining competitiveness. 's The idea of "full" employment as the ultimate goal was dethroned in the late 1950s following publication of the "Phillips Curve". Later and more refined concepts of a "natural" rate, or a "non-accelerating inflation" rate of unemployment, suggested practical bounds for what could be achieved by macro policy. Identifying those bounds in any particular instance remains controversial however. TM At this time, economists do not know how to achieve a very low (or zero) unemployment rate.
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But we do know enough to reduce the high unemployment now suffered in many industrial countries. A couple of years ago, the SecretaryGeneral of the OECD gave a speech suggesting that unemployment in Europe was rising inexorably. This point drew a sharp retort from John Williamson of the Institute for International Economics who lamented that this was "exactly the sort of economic irrationality that it is the prime function of the OECD to combat". 77
It has always been recognized, even by natural rate theorists, that the unemployment rate can be changed by structural policies. Thus, as active labour policies are improved to the point where they gain reliability, it may be possible to lower an economy's natural unemployment rate without aggravating inflation or vastly expanding the public sector. By introducing a new policy instrument, that is, active labour policies, governments would be better able to achieve the goal of a lower unemployment level.
Few would argue against a refocusing and strengthening of national employment policy. But some analysts doubt whether the international coordination of such policies provides much valueadded. In 1955, as noted above, the GATT took the position that the interest of every country to seek to maintain the highest possible level of employment "was so obvious that an international commitment on this point would add little if anything to this already compelling incentive". Forty years later, at a time of much higher unemployment, it seems reasonable to reconsider whether an employment commitment within the trade regime would add anything.
A Stronger Employment Regime
In the original plan for the United Nations, the Economic and Social Council was to be the vehicle for coordinating and improving national employment policy. Those efforts failed. While a modernization of the Council, perhaps into an Economic Security Council, could allow the revival of the UN's role on full employment, it is probably better to assign this task to other institutions.
The three main institutions for carrying out international employment policy are the ILO, the OECD, and the WTO. (The G-7 has a rote in fostering a better macro climate for job creation, but those issues will not be covered here. TM) While some analysts might prefer to select one institution so as to avoid overlap, the unemployment problem is so serious that it merits the attention of all three institutions. It should also be noted that these three institutions are not substitutable because their national memberships do not coincide. Although the ILO has a near universal membership, the OECD is a club of only 25 mainly industrial nations. The WTO has 105 members, but despite the term "world" in its name, many countries, such as China and Russia, have not yet been allowed to join.
Each of these three organizations can bring a special strength to employment policy coordination. The ILO blends the business and labour perspectives on private sector job creation. It has strong research and technical assistance programmes, with a longstanding developing country focus. There is a mechanism for harmonization (i.e., conventions which can be ratified by governments) and workable complaint procedures. Unlike the VMTO, the ILO has no inducements to secure ratification of its newly negotiated agreements. The ILO also lacks any means to enforce its labour code.
The OECD can examine issues of macro policy, technology, infrastructure, regulation, capital formation, taxation, and trade in order to develop a comprehensive strategy regarding employment. It also has a strong research programme. There is a mechanism for harmonization, but it has seen little use. Instead, the OECD has relied upon non-binding recommendations and declarations, and upon country reviews.
The WTO carries out harmonization through trade rounds, but until recently, it addressed only government failure (e.g., tariffs), rather than market failure. There are complaint procedures and country reviews. The WTO can enforce its rules by authorizing trade sanctions. One important feature of the trading system is "bindings" wherein countries make individualized commitments regarding their tariff policy.
Traditionally, the OECD focused on the encouragement of better policies (i.e., positive harmonization), while GATT focused on the discouragement of harmful policies (i.e., negative INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 harmonization). The approach of the GATI has been "contractual" agreement, with countries negotiating trade liberalization rather than simply liberalizing for their own self-interest. By contrast, the OECD has taken up a far broader range of issues than the GAFF, but has stressed cooperation rather than legal commitments.
As Kenneth Dam noted in 1970, "The OECD emphasizes the necessity of approaching economic problems from all relevant perspectives simultaneously". 79 By contrast, the WTO still tends to view its mandate narrowly. This is particularly evident in the WTO's work on trade and environment which is tilted in favour of commercial interests.
In the past few years, there have been many interesting institutional developments in the three organizations. In the Uruguay Round, the GAFF began acting more like the OECD and the ILO by addressing market failures through positive harmonization. For example, the Uruguay Round includes comprehensive rules on intellectual property which go far beyond any connection to trade. The OECD recently began acting more like the GATT by concluding a binding agreement on shipbuilding subsidies that is enforceable through sanctions.
In contrast to the OECD and the WTO, which are evolving into stronger organizations, the ILO has not grown in influence. There has been a small amount of institutional innovation, but on the whole, the ILO remains the same organization it was 15 years ago. Unlike the environmental regime, in which initial treaties are weak and then are strengthened in subsequent negotiations, the ILO does not view its treaties as work in progress2 ~ For example, there is no annual "Conference of the Parties" for the nations that have ratified the ILO Convention on Employment Policy. attention to the ILO, which is surprising for a supposedly pro-labour government.
This inattention is sad and ironic. The ILO is the oldest international economic organization, and yet in many ways is the most modern. It has many exemplary features that are poorly developed in other international organizations. For example, the ILO has robust (i.e., non-unanimous) voting rules, a governing body, and an annual conference. It has always pursued a pro-market approach and viewed participation as intrinsic to economic development. The ILO is not struggling with the issue of access for non-governmental organizations (NGOs) because labour market NGOs have always been full participants in ILO proceedings.
A new international strategy to combat unemployment should involve the ILO, the OECD, and the WTO. All three organizations rely upon gaitsu to change national policies, but there has never been an attempt by the three organizations to work together. Sustainable job creation requires policy changes in countries on issues (e.g., training, saving) that take many years to generate returns. International organizations can help national governments focus on the long term. Through surveillance and review mechanisms, international organizations can also help national policymakers address the problem of government failure.
The ILO Role
Each year, the I/O approves new labour standards. For example, in 1994, the ILO adopted Convention No. 175 regarding part-time work. Unfortunately, by emphasizing the achievement of new standards, the ILO has given insufficient attention to reviewing and updating existing standards. This syndrome is now recognized in the ILO, but it is unclear what will be done to remedy it.
The ILO should be pushing countries to correct excessive regulations and taxes when they impede employment. Heretofore, the ILO has not done this. It has operated on the principle that the higher one's labour standards, the better. But overregulation can be destructive. The ILO needs to critique governmental standards that are too high, as well as those that are too low. 
The OECD Role
The OECD is already carrying out an analytical programme on employment. In addition, it could:
[] Undertake rigorous reviews of national employment policies, looking not only at the coherence of programmes, but at the levels of commitment. If a country cuts back its government training programmes, as the United States now seems to be doing, that should be reviewed by the OECD. The OECD should also highlight effective programmes.
[] Draft an official recommendation calling for a rationalization and capping of payroll taxes. Employment related taxes should only be used when they are designed to address market failures.
[] Draft a binding code on investment incentives to distinguish between inappropriate job poaching and appropriate governmental (including subnational) subsidies. A good subsidy is something that would increase global economic welfare if all nations did it.
The WTO Role
While the rationale for an employment policy role by the ILO and the OECD may seem clear, the rationale for a WTO role may not. Doesn't the WTO already have plenty of work to do in liberating world trade? Certainly, it does. Yet, it is precisely because so many political barriers to free trade exist that the WTO should pay more attention to the underlying causes of protectionism. This is not to suggest that the WTO take responsibility for all trade-related employment issues. For example, it would not be constructive to seek GAFF bindings on full employment. Rather, the WTO should pursue an adjunctive role on employment policy to support the efforts of the ILO and the OECD. This should be a comfortable stance for the WTO. As WTO Secretariat official Richard Eglin has noted, "GAFF promotes multilateral policy coordination as INTERECONOMICS, September/October 1995 EMPLOYMENT the most effective means of achieving orderly international relations". ~' Unemployment has always been a sub rosa issue in trade negotiations. The time has now come for an overt consideration of the problem. The United States has an interest in seeing a lower unemployment rate in the European Union because the current situation feeds continued protectionism. Japan has an interest in a lower unemployment rate in the United States, as well as in better adjustment policies for dislocated American workers. There has been a temptation in some circles to view the new World Trade Organization (WTO) as a final rout for protectionism. In this view, the conclusion of the Uruguay Round shows that high unemployment is no longer a political constraint to trade cooperation. But this panglossian attitude seems unjustified. The amount of liberalization achieved in agriculture and services, and in developing country barriers, was disappointingly modest. Moreover, the sirens of protection are alive and well.
One political weakness of the GAI-F/WTO is that it seems oblivious to the job impact of trade. A Committee on Trade and Employment could help the WTO polish its public image. It is ironic that while the WTO is housed in the elegant lakeside complex erected for the ILO in the 1920s -a building with vivid art and sculpture glorifying labour -the GATT has arguably dehumanized trade policy, and paid more attention to the needs of multinational corporations than of workers.
Conclusion
When the G-7 holds its special summit next year on jobs, it should go beyond the usual platitudes. The heads of the ILO, OECD, and WTO secretariats should be invited to the meeting, and should be asked to prepare a joint proposal for combating unemployment. Instead of focusing on actions that G-7 countries might take at home, it might be more useful to catalyze new employment initiatives in international institutions.
As the architects of the postwar trading system knew well, the avoidance of unemployment is not of domestic concern alone, but is an important condition for continued international integration. At this time, there are still significant welfare gains achievable through greater trade and investment liberalization. But these are small compared to the welfare gains achievable through reductions in unemployment.
The international employment regime is as old as the 20th century. Yet it remains a very weak regime. Nations are jealous of their "sovereignty" over employment policy. Nevertheless, the high unemployment being suffered today suggests that unilateralism does not work. The progress against protectionism since Herbert Hoover's era was obtained by recognizing that the tariff was an international issue. Similar progress against unemployment may occur when policymakers recognize the international dimension of employment policy.
